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Dick Wold is a world champion ocean kayaker and he
also makes his own kayaks by hand. see page 11
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Green Street Music brought their funky jam band sounds to the UC Quad on Tuesday.
The band encouraged students to vote throughout their set.

A.S. provides students with games,

Kevin Repp, music and anthropology junior, took

advantage of free political boxing offered by AS.

the state's history.

Morris

said

the “election-

day extravaganza” had an
inflatable boxing ring so students could “duke it out” in

“silly boxing” because the
candidates had been “duking it out so it's time students
did.”

relations officer. “It went pretty

band adds to the ambiance.”
She said that around noon

much like we planned. People

around 500 people attended
the event.
“| wish more people would
have come,” she said.
Liz Miller, all-university rep-

are telling us it is ‘way cool.”
Kinney said the “extravaganza” might come back next
semester for the general elections.
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call of a California governor in

tn

The ballot, which has two
propositions, has the first re-

ENR.

A

As the funky sounds of
Green Street Music surrounded the UC quad, people walking by and who were not fighting for their political affiliation
stared at a red, green and
blue inflatable ring that encircled boxers sporting 3-foot
long gloves.
These. were some of the
events the Associated Students put on for Election Day.
“We did this event to remind
people that it is election-day,”
Alissa Morris, AS public relations officer said. “The (inflatable) boxing was supposed to
act like a trigger.”

=

EDITOR IN CHIEF

resentative, said the event
One of the first fighters was
went well and the boxing
Michael Koger, industrial techlooked fun, but did not fight
nology senior, who said he atbecause she had to tend to
tended the event because “It
a
table.
was something to do.”
The AS was supposed to
“The gloves were huge,”
have
a shuttle to transport stu-.
Koger said. “! should have
dents from HSU to voting locawalked away with the chamtions. The shuttle did not happionship, but I'll get him next
*
pen because of what Kinney
time.”
called “lack of foresight.”
Students had to present
“The voting office gave us
their voting stubs before enterit
information.”
.
ing the ring. Besides the po- * contradicting
Kinney said. *(The office} told
fitical pugilists, the ring also
us
that we could transport all
contained “ring girls to remind
the students to one location
students to get out and vote.”
and then [the office] said we
On election-day students,
couldn't do that. All the driv-_
also got a chance to partake
ers would have had to taken
in an open microphone to exdefensive-driving classes and
press their views, hear the dethere is no time for that.”
bate team and listen to Green
The event was in planning
Street Music.
since the beginning of the se“It is going OK,” said AS
mester and it cost $600.
President
Gretchen
Kinney
“We wanted to do somewho, wearing a black dress,
thing, we didn't know what,”
resembled
Marilyn Monroe.
said Tyson Ritter, AS public
“People are excited and the

Pt vt

Luis Molina

~ ewe

fun in election day extravaganza

» Enjoy a room of your own

» Pay as little as $330 per
month including utilities —
a

access &
» Get free internet
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lab
use our computer

A

au

ies.

i

Photo courtesy of Office of Community Relations

» Stay close to HSU, the

Plaza and on the bus line
the search and was fortunate enough to be
chosen,” he said.
Richmond has one part of his job he is not
/ STAFF WRITER
too content with.
“There's only one problem with HSU - it's
in the state of California,” he said, referring to
the budget crisis that has rocked the Californasense, HSU President Rollin Richmond is
nia State University system. “That's the biggest
right back where he started.
problem we have and we'll probably be dealing
The former provost of lowa State Universiwith it for at least the next two years.”
ty and HSU'’s sixth president began his college
Richmond _ recalls
education at San Diego aS
that while he particiState University where “They asked me to become a
pated in work study
he earned a bachelor's
throughHSU
(of
programs
ate for the job
degree in zoology. Now candid
out college, the mahe is going to finish his president) and | went through
jority of his education
career within the same
was financed by other
the search and was fortunate
university system.
people.
is enough to be chosen.”
schedule
His
paid
“| probably
crammed with a numabout $50 a semester
ber of social events.
Rollin Richmond
in fees,” he said.
Richmond _ recentHSU President
Because of that, he
ly he spent a night in
feels an obligation to
Redwood Hall and exgive back.
perienced. dorm life for
“| grew up in a family that felt that serving
the first time.
people in the community was important,” RichHis one regret about college is that he never
«
mond said.
lived in a dormitory.
for Richmond begins around
day
l
A typica
“If | had to do it over again, | would change
6 a.m., and can last to midnight. Between roit,” he said. “Students can teach each other a
and board meetings, going over mail and .
tary
ent
differ
ience
exper
to
way
ble
valua
a
it's
lot —
is
appointments with students, every minute
kinds of people in a fairly intimate setting.”
scheduled carefully.
Richmond came to HSU in July of 2002, al“| rely heavily on computers to organize my
though he discovered the area several years
life,” Richmond said.
before while he and Ann, his wife of 28 years,
Richmond also spends several days a month
were living in New York.
at the CSU chancellor's office in Long Beach,
“We wanted to have a place where we could
where he attends meetings and makes contact
vacation by the water,” Richmond said.
with HSU alumni who are interested in donating
He ended liked northern California so much
money to the school.
he and his wife bought a house in Shelter Cove
‘ HSU is the fifth university Richmond has
and returned three or four times a year after
spent considerable time at. He spent most of
moving to lowa.
his career in the Midwest.
Then one day he received a telephone call
“Students are much more interested in broad
from a commercial firm that helps universities
social issues (at HSU) than | have seen anyfind and hire senior administrators.
where,” Richmond said.
"They asked me to become a candidate for

Kimberly Thorpe
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To Be Determined
Determined to play music of

to request
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the way to Indian dance music

call 826-6077

and beyond. Yum!
8-9 pm

Banjo Facelift
Learn to make plutonium from

If you have official business

8&9 am
Una here fantasti¢a
con Gina Ti

9-10 pm
Sports and Rock n’ Roll
Sports talk for the sports junkie
with a nasty curveball of music

9-10 am
The Grateful
Hour with Dewey
Canials
Dewey
does it up right.
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Evolution

TUESDAY
8-10 am
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Bloodborne Pathogen Standard (29 CFR 1910-1030)
Federal OSHA
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to help students

"Beal wrath

from Telecom working

October 2
aie
7:55 a.m.

veA person was reported sleeping in their
lot.
hicle in the Jolly Giant Commons parking

The person had left before UPD responded.
11:33 a.m.

suiUPD assisted APD with a “possiblely”
cidal individual on Laurel Street. The individual

was transported to Sempervirens.
10:36 p.m.

at a
A person was arrested for trespassing

Rossow Street location.

6:49 a.m.

There was a report of a “transient type” takking some of the recycling waste out of a Cree
view receptacle.
9:34 a.m.
UPD arrested two people for camping in the

bushes on Cluster Court.
11:00 a.m.
Someone

reported that a book was

from him or her in the library.

paged 9
on ue
Clips, contin

stolen

fA

awe

September 30

a

ving
There was a report of a person beha
on 14"
“erratically, yelling, and waving his arms
was unStreet, near the Children’s Center. UPD
able to locate the person.

ii
’

eR
nde4 rua

near Founders Hall.

6:12 a.m.

ay

pee:
wm

came

that the sound

EPALS
neh IDLP
P

A living group advisor reported to UPD,
ty of
sounds of a ‘saw’ being used in the vicini
ed
the Creekview residence hall. UPD determin

wen

ste

12:14 a.m.

ates

ok,

Se

October 1

Photo by Michael Schnaizer

HSU is one of the 171 campuses nationwide that participates in National Student
Exchange Program. HSU ranks 14th in universities where students want to transfer.

Humboldt State University coveted
Students from other schools choose HSU as one of
the top colleges to go on exchange in the country
James Payton

There are 57 outbound stu-

STAFF WRITER

umboldt State UniverH
ity ranks fourth in students’
university
of
choice out of the 171 national
student exchange campuses
across the country.

. This year

HSU

will have

about 120 students participating in National Student Ex-

change, a program which allows undergraduates to travel

to other universities to expand their education, experi-

ence new cultures and access
courses

that

otherwise

may

not be available.
“The main reason we attract
so many students are location,

size, climate and courses not

dents, ranking HSU 17 in numbers of outgoing students.
The exchange program did
not lose any funding because
of budget cuts, Arnett said.
“Most of our (HSU) students
want to go to the East Coast,
Massachusetts or Hawaii,” Arnett said. “But lots of international programs are still open.
israel

is

open.”
Arnett
the

still

said

process

of. applying to
travel to another college
is simple. The
first step
is
to
research
where to attend — school.
Is the school

available on other campuses,”

Bill Arnett, HSU's. Student Ex-

Does
open?
it offer cours-

change Advising Coordinator,
who has been running the NSE

es for the students’ major?

at HSU for 16 years, said.

As of March 2003, Humboidt
had accepted 102 incoming
NSE students, making them
the fourth sought after University in the exchange, only behind Cal State Northridge, Hawaii at Hilo and at Manoa.

Why

an actual application.

171 universities it's possible to
go on exchange.

. Applications go through by
early priority and class status,
so students can start applying
as early as mid-December.
Arnett saidthat most students get one of their top five

“The main reason

we attract so
many students
are location,
size, climate
and courses not

available on other
campuses."

~- would

the student want to attend that
school?
Secondly, attend the informational meeting for students
interested in travelling through
the exchange program.

The last step is filling out

On the

application a student could
choose five schools from the

choices

and

most go.
For those
who

want

. more _ information on the

exchange,
a meeting is
held
every

Tuesday from

FAMILY WEEKEND / HOMECOMING
203
October 1012,

Clips: UPD responds to events |
continued from page 7

2:38 p.m.

"Vist closses with student

A person dropped a cigarette in bollard behind Redwood Hall
that caused a small fire. Housing maintenance extinguished the
fire with a hose.

Family Weekend Check-in
Karshner Lounge, University Center

(Lote check-in will toke place Sot. from 10:00 - 4:00 in the HSU Bookstore)

10:48 p.m.

Homecoming Festival, University Center Quad

featuring Local Salsa Band, PONCHE

UPD responded to a report of underage drinking in Sunset
Hall. The alleged suspect refused to open her or his door, according to the UPD media log.

Campus

Center for Appropriate Technology (

departs from the Korshner Lounge

usfrom Karshner Lounge every 15min.
Tous departs
Camp

Opening Reception

Karshner Lounge, University Center

September 29

Arts Arcatal
monthly celebration of musical and visual arts

held at more than 30 participating businesses in Arcato.

7:19 a.m.

BS. Players

UPD requested backup with a “combative” individual at the
Mad River Hospital.

|

1st Floor, Jelly Giant Commons

Live comedy based completely on suggestions from the audience.
Do you like Whose Line is it Anyway? Rated PG! 3.

4:22 p.m.
Someone's mother called UPD to report that her son was feel-

ing ill and needed to go to the Health Center.
10:18 p.m.

A person was reported to be walking and singing/talking to
themselves on campus. UPD responded and found out that the
person was coming back from a concert.
11:23 p.m.

Four people were contacted on the fire lane outside Sunset
Hall. One person was cited for marijuana possession.

Books,tore
HSU in
Lote Check8:30 am - 11:30am

Benefit Breokfast for Toys for Tots
Jenkins Holl 21 1

by the Industrial Technology Club, offering Pancakes,
Potatoes, Eggs, Bocon, Coffee ond Juices $4.00 per person.

- 9:00 am - 1:00 pm
9:00 am - 3:00pm

Farmers Market
Arcata Plaza
Paddlefest (clinics, classes, demos, races, ond kids octivities)
Adorni Center, Eureka

For more information ond pre-registration for this event go to
http:/ /www.humboldtboypaddlefestcom

12:00 pm

Women’s Soccer: HSU vs. Seattle University
Lower Playing Field
Students must show HSU I.D. card.

4:00 pm - 5:30 pm

5:30 pm - 6:00 pm
6:00 pm

Lumberjack Barbecue
University Center Quad
Homecoming Football Geme: HSU vs. Azusa Pacif c
Redwood Bow!

ID. cord.
HSUts
en
must show
Stud

Band & PAA dexz Bond
Fulkerson Recital Hall

Concegrt
KRFH Student Radio Homecomin
Kate Buchanan Room

c,
ipSontiDiego
Golden Cost Ruck Showcase featuring Ecllfrom
$4.00 _

Socred Surfaces from Son Fron, and Entheogen

8:00 am - 1:00 pm

—_———S_eeae
<—_ =
-—

Karen Wilkinson

University
of Oregon, Eugene, Leeper said he
was shown different subjects through.a strong

/' STAFF WRITER

liberal arts education. He chose to study ge-

ography because “it's the bridge between the

a

oseph Leeper didn't have enough guts to
be a coach. So instead he became an educator, as hisfather did.
Leeper, chair and professor
of the geography department, has been honored by the

National.
with

Council

for Geographic

Education

its Distinguished

Teaching Achievement “Geography
is

Award for outstanding

contributions to geo- My vocation as
graphic education.
“Geography is both

my vocation as wellas

advocation, so
Way.

advocation, so I'm very
.

lucky that way,” Leeper said.
Leeper said he ‘is
humbled
and grate‘ ful to former

ig PRN
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AE
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a
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was not an

easy one. CSU San Bernardino and New York

New Paltz made offers as well, but HSU offered

a tenured position, plus his wife liked the area
up north better.
“HSU has a reputation as a nice school, and
it's true,” Leeper said.
A native of Butte,
both
Montana, Leeper enwell as
joys the northern California weather and its
I’m lucky that
location.
“You're 500 miles
from nowhere, or five
miles to nirvana.”
Besides his _ inspi-

Joseph Leeper

rational father, Leeper

geography chair and professor

admired a professor,
Huke from Dartmouth

students

and current administrators and faculty who nominated him for the
national award.
His passion for geography stems from a desire to share the richness of humankind with
other people.
“| hope to share with students the excitement
- and possibilities of geography,” Leeper said.
He said he enjoys the students and challenge of teaching.
“The students at HSU are interesting, challenging, inquiring, and fun to be around,” Leeper said.
Leeper is one of nine college professors
from the United States and Canada recognized
by the geography council.
Earning his doctorate in geography from the

College,

for

being

- Classroom. Leeper remembers how “he took
my money in poker.”
Leeper believes in getting students out into
the field, as opposed to the strict memorization
of facts and places.
He has developed 13 new geography courses since starting teaching at-HSU in 1971.
In his free time Leeper enjoys sports, espeCially “anything HSU competes in.”
His favorite teams are the New York Yankees,
St. Louis Rams and the Portland “Jailblazers,”
as he calls the Trailblazers because of all their
legal troubles.
Vibrant, dynamic and foresty is how he describes his favorite colors — green and gold.
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America and Canada vie for, from the National Council for Geographic Education.
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fantastic lecturer both inside and outside the
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hard and soft sciences.”
The decision to teach at HSU

with advanced techniques to the many
students in who continue to practice
the sport.
Wold, who

won

the world

champi-

onship in 1993 when it was in Santa
Cruz, has been on the U.S. surf kayaking team since the team was created
15 years ago.
Wold has been on the team for more

URE
‘

eee
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ie
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ee

“| like it the best when | can still beat —

the new kids at their game,” he said.

vs

“| like’ to get the young kids out
there, the new breed,” he said, referring to college-age students who usually compete in the competitions.

ee

during Labor Day.
“This year the world championships
got in the way,” he said.

ee

er and Moonstone beaches every year

<a

He said that when he first began he

Wold said he has also been holding
kayaking contests at the local Mad Riv-

LS

He has also worked as a designer
for some of the major kayak companies.
Wold has lived in the area for almost
20 years and practices from three to
five times a week at the beach.
“| practice mostly in the ocean now,”
Wold said.

did mostly river kayaking.

~ oe

“It is basically a surfboard that you
strap on to yourself,” he said. “Then
you use the regular kayaking paddies."

ee

Dick Wold, a teacher at HSU, came in 4th place at the World Surf Kayak
Championships in ireland last week using one of the kayaks he designed.

heel

ski.

oe

consecutive years than any other mem-

ber and he plans to continue competing and keep this record going.
nity to kayak in this area is part of what
In order to be selected for the team
makes it special.
each year he has been required to re“You have the rivers and the ocean
main one of the top four male surf kaynearby," Wold said. “You have water ail
akers in the United States.
year round. This is kayaking heaven.”
“| could've won this year,” he said. “|
“It is too bad that they have to cut
won all of my heats up until the final.”
programs that introduce students to a
Wold said the high performance
special part of this area,” he said.
event is much like a surf contest.
“That's why | came up here,” Wold
“It is basically who can do the best
said. “! am living the
maneuvers for the lonlife doing what | love “This is kayaking
gest period of time,”
"
to do. | just have a
Wold said, “It is the most
.
ven
hea
it.”
for
competitive.”
passion
Greg
Simmons,
According to the PadDick Wold die Surfers international
the depaitment chair
for the health and
Local world-class kayaker Web site, this year's surf
kayak team consisted of
physical
education
20 athletes, along with a team coach
department said, “I! feel pretty bad that
students will no longer have access to and a team manager who were 15 to
59 years old.
this program."
“This is one of the best locations for
They have “over 350 years of combined paddling expertise,” according.
year round boating and in my view we
have one of the best kayaking instruc- to the site.
Wold said that this year the U.S.
tors that exists,” Simmons said.
team came in 3rd in the world.
“Due to budget cuts the department
Wold. is also known for designing
of health and physical education will
and creating kayaks, such as his wave
have $0 sections less than last semes-

ter,” Simmons said. “This includes gym

2

gd

An HSU kayaking teacher returned
from the World Kayak Surf Championship in Ireland last week as the 4th
ranked high performance kayaker in
the world only to find a pink slip in his
mail box.
Dick Wold has been teaching kayaking part time at HSU for the last 18
years.
Because of budget cuts Wold was
told this would be his last semester.
Wold said that he thinks it is a shame
because he believes that the opportu-

classes, aquatics, and core courses.”
Wold is disappointed to see his intermediate class cut in the Spring because he teaches safety skills along .
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Permit denied for removal of trees —
Woman believes trees around home are unsafe
By Michael Schnalzer

_

3 * hazardous trees."

Proto Crier

|
In a unanimous decision last Wednesday,
the Arcata City Council denied an appeal of the

Planning Commission's July decision to refuse a
euhweus 39 wilmubes after the aaalve ahew with
stone as HEY, Gawnbawn Aracda, Mead Lon Hotel,

timber-removal permit to cut down 72 trees on a
residential property in Sunny Brae.
acres.
Clara Thacker, a 48-year-old resident of
reto
order
in
permit
The Planning Commission denied Thacker's
the
Arcata, requested
move the Redwood, Douglas Fir and Spruce _ request for the permit because they felt that the
proposed removal, which would remove 80 pertrees within 150 feet of her home at 647 Baycent of the existing trees, was excessive.
side road.
“Any reasonable person would agree that
Thacker
“We're here tonight because Clara
removing 80 percent of an area is excessive,”
lives in fear in her own home,” said Thacker's
said council member Elizabeth Conner.
attorney, Thomas Herman, to the city council.
to
going
you're
or
Other council members expressed their con“You gotta manage (the trees)
cerns for the example this would set for the rest
have people killed,” he said.

Herman later suggested that if the city denied the appeal, they could potentially be held

responsible for damage caused in the event of

a tree falling.
City Attorney Nancy Diamond assured the
council thet a lawsuit of-that nature had never
been tried to her knowledge, and that she saw

for the city to-be sued: if‘one‘of the
no grounds
hazardous trees fell.
The trees were deemed to be hazardous by

Ron Hunt, a registered professional forester
to be
hired by Thacker. They were considered
hazardous because they create unsafe fire conditions and pose a threat of falling on homes in

call 826-3259

Advertise with The Lumberjack

windstorms.
Hunt developed a Timber Harvest Plan for

council by detailing her fear of the trees, pausing occasionally to choke back tears.
“| had planned on living in this home for the

remainder of my life, and the thoughtof moving
is more than | can bear to do. Please allow us to

feel safe in our home,” Thacker
said.
—After
two and @ half hours of public hearings,
it was clear that the council was in agreement
with the Planning Commission's decision.
“We have to admit that we are all surround-

not based on a THP, and would be considerably
smaller in size.

A «paquiring

profit would be earned from removing the trees,
and Hunt insisted that money was not the rea-

son for the THP.

“Just because we used a THP doesn't mean

its commercial,” said Hunt, “The harvest plan
method was the only

AQ THE LUMBERIACK.| .WERNESOAY, OCTOBER. & 2003. | MERGEMEDIA. ORG

way to remove

Thacker in preparing another permit that was

“We believe timber operations are inappro-

priate for residential zones, and | don’t believe

Hunt, Herman and Thacker claimed that no

a2

ing properties,” said council member Dave
Meserve.
Thacker addressed the concerns of the

to clear the remains of the trees from the prop-

t
in Order
the fact tha
trees being removed, and

the regulations of a THP.

re

“i'm most concerned with the precedent a
semoval of this size would set for neighbor-

ed by dangerous trees,” said Arcata Mayor Bop
Ornelas.
work with
ded
that the staff
It was recommen

constitutes a commercial

TS

of the community.

the apit forted
2001, and submit
in a
the are
proval of the-California Department of Forestry.
A THP was needed due to the large numberof

erty they would have to be §old: toim mill. This

i oe

The CDF completed their first review of the
THP. but were unable to finalize the THP without
a timber removal permit from the city of Arcata.
Cities in California have the power to regulate
timber harvest on residential parcels of three
acres or less. Any parcel over three acres is
the State's jurisdiction. Thacker's property is 1.7

so many

we can allow people to mow down 80 percent of

their trees,” said Vice Mayor Connie Stewart.
hadr a
After all was said and done, Thacke
surprisingly positive outlook on the ordeal.
been gohasess
"I'm very relieved. This proc
ing on for four years. I'm happy with the outcome

and grateful to the city council,” she said.
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Dog adoption promoted

tional program
Local shelter participates sociinety na
also does consultations prior to adopBy Tim White

STAFF WRITER

:

a

As partof a national program, The Sequoia

~ Humane

in Eureka

Society

is encouraging

people to take part in this month's “Adopt-a

Shelter-Dog” month.

According to the society, as a result of the

high birth rates in this country, millions of

face
healthy cats, dogs, kittens and puppies
ol.
early deaths as a form of animal contr
of
Kathleen Kistler, the executive director
s
the Sequoia Humane Society, said she keep
shelthree goals in mind when operating the
on of
ter: she wants to end the overpopulati
oming
dogs and cats, keep animals from bec
table
homeless and find homes for all adop
animals.
ane
“Our new mission is to provide hum
while
shelter and care for homeless animals
euof
working vigorously to end the tragedy
and not
thanasia caused by too many animals
enough homes,” Kistler said.
,
Between January and September 2003
to find
the Sequoia Humane Society was able
homes for 952 animals.

to

According

their

Web

site,

this

month, the American Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Animals cel-

‘Adopt-a-Shelter-Dog

ebrates

Month’ “to encourage Americans
~ to visit a local animal shelter if
they are looking for their perfect
four-legged match.”
“Every year, millions of dogs %
enter our nation's shelters, but
fewer than 20 percent are adopted from shelters,” the ASPCA
Web site said.
Dogs adopted at the Sequoia Humane Society this month. will receive

- a health

and
a

evaluation,

temperament

heartworm,

lyme and ehrlyichia dis-

ease test, their first set
of vaccinations, a worm-

ing, collar, an identification tag, a microchip

e good
tions to help potential pet owners mak
:
choices.
humane society;
the
“| adopted a dog from
all looked
it was so hard to pick, because they
kson.
go cute and healthy.” said Erin Jac

rviDoug Kelly, the Customer Service Supe

dog it gensor said when someone adopts a

erally costs under $100.

months
The shelter has “pet drives” several
of the year.
as we
“We try to do something as often
can,” Kistler said.
-KitFor example, they also have “Adopt-a
en seaten” drives during the two major kitt
sons in the year.
ome a
The shelter hopes to eventually bec
no-kill shelter.
ing, so
“There's a huge movement happen
ation in a
people deal with animal overpopul
constructive way,” Kistler said.
“We are gradually finding solutions.”
ady had
But she said the shelter has alre
to vicious
to put down five dogs this year due
behavior or illness.
ptable
“We have not euthanized any ado
cats since last January,” said
Kistler.

“| love working here,
it is very clean, and
every body is very
professional,”
said a volunteer,
Nita O’meara.
Before adopting a dog

son should discuss
responsibility
' the
of a pet with other
roommates or family and become familiar with different breed
to
going
before
types
the shelter to pick out
a dog.
ASPCA
The
Web site, Www.
aspea.org, offers informa-

@

al price of
over $200.

“416 Second Street ° 443-6255

and
in-

about

The
quoia

The new
owner will
also receive

|

care
more

“Adopta-Shelter-Dog
Month.”

to the usu-

Cx
|

dog

tion

for
all
as
$30
compared

OLD TOWN

basic

forma-

tion and
a- leash

two months of
free health insurfor _ their
ance
new pet.
humane
The

about

tion

identification, local

registra-

a per-

mane

Hu-

Society

is located

|

6073
Ave. in
ka and

reached
1782.

Seat

Loma
Eurecan

be

at 442-

e one of the
uoia Humane Society in Eureka, hokd
ins orttsora, a volunteer at the Seq
during October's ©
Hope
Photo by Kaitin
puppies the shelter has for adoption

“
4
oD

-

By Kira Rubenthaler
Humboldt State University and several local organizations are working on
a project that uses cattle to convert a
portion of the Mad River Slough Wildlife Area into short-grass habitat for
wetland wildlife.
“What we're trying to do is create
a diversity of habitats,” Ken Fulgham,
a professor of rangeland

resources at

HSU, said.
The project has divided
the 450 acre wildlife area
tures. About 50 cattle are
ed on the pastures, Peter

135 acres of
into 14 pasbeing rotatBussman, a

volunteer with the project through

Humboldt County
“It's really old,
said. “So it’s not
tional value.”
The aim is for

the

Farm Bureau, said.
rank grass,” Fulgham
something with nutrithe cattle to convert

the 135 acres into short-stature vegeta-

tion, which should attract wildlife.
“Cattle grazing is a tool to accom.
plish the goal,” Bussman said. “The
goal is to improve wildlife habitat in a
wildlife area.”
Karen Kovacs, a senior biology supervisor for the Department of Fish and
Game, said some people say Fish and
Game should do more extensive habitat restoration in the area, while oththe
ers say nothing should be done to
land.
“The agricultural community would
”
love to see cows over the entire area,

Kovacs said.

§ to
Fulgham estimated it would take
plants
10 years before changes in the
present would be noticeable.
nge
“Plant communities don't cha
es quite
rapidly,” Fulgham said. “It tak
a few years.”

> by Michael Schnaizer

groups
life Ares. HSU is working with local
Wild
gh
Slou
r
Rive
Mad
the
in
s
acre
ss habitat.
About 50 cows are grazing on 135
Canada geese— by creating short-gra
as
h
euc
fe—
dli
wil
d
lan
wet
of
ies
on a project to attract spec
gave a $28,000 grant to the HSU Founthought an im-

Zeimer said she
be
provement in the vegetation would
visible in February or March.
t
“I think it will take probably at leas
te
two years worth of data to demonstra
livewhat effect this particular type of

dation.

Kovacs said the grant is to get grad
the
in
uate students from HSU involved
project.

“Grad students just don't work free,”

Kovacs said.
There are many birds that prefer
ts,
short grass—such as. herons, egre
shorebirds and other waterfowl.

,”
stock grazing has on wetland wildlife
Kovacs said.

According to a press release, the

Farm Bureau is sponsoring the project,
y
and the California Coastal Communit

the
area itsetf.

Kovacs said Canada geese require

u
fl
e
h
t
or
d
l
o
c
a
t
s
u
j
is
Humboldt crud

in with a sore throat on

example, the crud may beg
ly because of
main
ts
den
stu
to
and thickks
stic
crud
“The
first day and end with a cough, fever,
the
at
or
cat
edu
th
heal
a
,
urz
Kyb
fifth day.
their behaviors,” Bryce
ening discharge from nose on the
and get
ds
flui
of
lot
a
k
drin
to
e
hav
e different epiey
HSU, said. “Th
Every individual may experienc
the
m
the
s
give
r
neve
it
t,
symptoms may vary. In some casdi- plenty of rest. If they don'
e
con
efor
l
ther
ica
med
es;
l
sod
cia
spe
a
not
at this stage
The Humboidt crud is
chance to feel better.”
crud may last up to 14 days, but
Humboldt. The
the
of
es,
y
out
rain
s
the
me
co
und
t
aro
tha
is
ss
tion, nor a sickne
shing.
Another time to catch the crud
symptoms are gradually dimini
d, except that its
col
ors.
or
indo
flu
stay
on
to
mm
co
tend
the
ts
and flu
den
stu
crud is just
e this is the prime time for the cold
out of the season, because
aus
s
Bec
me
co
t
ple
tha
peo
of
egm
lot
phl
a
or
und
good reknown for the “crud”
Staying indoors and being aro
getting an influenza shot can be a
,
son
sea
crud
the
ing
mak
ker,
.
quic
nostrils and throat
to the HSU Health Unit, the health
a spreads germs around a lot
ing
for
ord
Acc
ts
.
rce
den
sou
stu
h
wit
.
ck
pus
sti
cam
on
reside
Circle, will
Sometimes the crud may
hard to avoid for students who
located just to the north of Library
ck around
er,
sti
cent
will
it
ms
pto
mes
sym
eti
er,
som
Cent
but
th
r 8. There will
long period of time,
According to the HSU Heal
operate flu clinics beginning Octobe
many factors to
ng,
are
ezi
sne
re
,
The
nose
s.
py
day
drip
of
at,
ple
thro
for only a cou
of $15 for staff and faculty and $8 for
rge
crud for may include a sore
cha
a
dt
be
bol
e
Hum
nos
the
the
e
from
hav
charge
why some students may
fever, a cough, thickening dis
s.
ion
ckening nasal secret
- most of the semester.
how much sleep a and thi
h
wit
in stages. For
do
to
lot
a
has
it
First of all,
these different symptoms occur
All
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Wildlife: Land had cattle grazing on it before
~ Continued
from page 15
Fulgham said Canada geese eat a

lot of

grass when they land in pastures, vn does
not benefit cattle ranchers.
The wildlife area used to be cattle pastures
‘ before it was bought by the Department of Fish
and Game 15 years ago.
_ Kovacs said by law
Fish and Game was
required to remove
the cattle until the de- Nature does if
_ partment could create
a cattle-grazing plan.

“We got invoived

because the pastures out

there (in the wildlife area) were left with no management at-all,” Zeimer said.
Bussman said land left alone will be taken
over by succession, which is when bushes begin replacing grass and eventually trees grow

in and crowd out the

“Succession is what Mother

aie

the land.”

|

*.

" Come check out our HUGE selection of Discs!
Over 600

discs in stock!

We are a Par Infinity Supporter!
Members
receive a 10% discount

wWe

do Custom

orders and Glass repairs!

“Trick or treating ~ Live music ~ Free Raffle
Costume

Contest ~ Food and Drink

She

said

Fish

and

~ SALE

touch the land,” Buss-

man said.

Game. did not- start

Peter Bussman

_ Zeimer said it took

working on a plan be-

the Farm Bureau
volunteer through

a@bOut one year to pre-

cause of a small staff
and other priorities.
“Due to the political environment and because of the environmental movement, cattle
were perceived as bad,” Bussman said. “They

“were removed to let the land go back to na-

Join us ~ October 31st ~ Halloween Party!
'

you don’t touch

bushes.
“Succession
is
what
Mother
Nature does if you don't

ture.”
Fugham said three years ago Fish and
‘ Game had a controlled burn in the area to try to
remove the longer grass. He said smoke blew

~ into Arcata and there were complaints.
“It generated a

lot of interest, let's say,” Ko-

‘ vacs said.

Zeimer said the land was not being used by
wildlife, although it was purchased to provide
habitat for wildlife.

pare the land for cattle by putting in fenc-

es and installing water and electrical systems.

She said the cattle have been on the pasture for
about a month.
Students and faculty from the wildlife department are studying the birds and small mammais in the area.
Fulgham said an HSU student is working to
collect. information on changes in the vegetation in the pastures.
Bussman said he thought the project was
definitely going to succeed.
“The main thing about the project is that we
have a lot of people involved,” Bussman said.
“Everyone is working toward the same goal.”

Nobel Prizes are being announced

a PR,

Paul Lauterbur and Britain Sir Peter Mansfeld for “their discoveries concerning

a

a

ee ee gh

| te Sen

Sah
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The winners of the Nobel Prizes are being announced this week.
;
Yesterday the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences released its decision to
award the 2003 Nobel Prize in Physics to
Russian physicists Alexei Abrikosov and
Vitaly Ginzburg and British physicist Anthony Leggett.
The physicists are recognized for “pioneering contributions to the theory of superconductors and superfluids.”
Superconductors are used in medical
magnetic resonance imaging and in particle accelerators in physics. :
information about superfluid liquids
can help scientists better understand the
ways in which matter behaves at extreme- —
ly low temperatures.
On Monday, the Academy announced
that it would award the 2003 Nobel Prize
in Physiology or Medicine to American

magnetic resonance imaging.”

South African writer John Maxwell Coetzee.

Each Nobel Prize includes a medal, a personal
diploma and a cash award.
The cash award for each prize is 10 million
Swedish kroner, which is about $1.3 million in U.S.,
currency. If a prize is won by more than one person,
the money is divided equally.
The actual award ceremony and Nobel lectures
will be held on Dec. 8. The Nobel Peace Prize will
be awarded in Oslo and the other prizes will be

awarded in Stockholm.

The Nobel Prizes are international prizes that
have been awarded yearly by the Royal Swedish
Academy of Sciences since 1901. The prizes are
given in memory of Alfred Nobel—a Swedish scientist who invented dynamite.

a

Lauterbur and Mansfield made crucial

a

discoveries in the 1970s that formed a
base for developing magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI).
MRis are used to diagnose medical
conditions and to conduct research.
The winner of the Nobel Prize in Chemistry is scheduled to be revealed today,

and the Bank of Sweden Prize in Economic Sciences in Memory of Alfred Nobel

should also be announced.
The Nobel Peace Prize will be an| nounced on Friday.
Last week it was announced that the
Nobel Prize in Literature will be awarded to
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Compiled by Kira Rubentheler with information from the Nobel
@-museum Wed site, www.nobel.seindsxhtmi,

Crud: There are ways to take care of yourself
ses

Health Center, said that people with risk facor
tors—such as being 65 or more years old
having chronic or long term health problems—

aie yy ty AP Se?

Dr, Rebecca Stauffer, director of the HSU

Mtg

cold foods.
Drink a lot of liquids.
@
Take it easy. The more you rest the
e
sooner you'll feel better.

students.

‘ women three or more months pregnant, infants
aged six months to 23 months and health care

get ee,

‘

Take some vitamin C (1-3 grams daily):

e

comit is known for preventing and treating the
mon cold.

or
providers should get vaccinated this month
in November.
the
There are various ways to make sure that
and recrud doesn't get in the way of deadlines
sponsibilities:
Make sure to get a lot of rest if infected
®
with the virus.
Eat properly and avoid junk food and
*

Wash

>

Continued from page 15

your hands before eating food.

if you are sick, carry tissues with you to
®
avoid spreading it to others.
Carry antibiotic cleansing sheets.
e

~
_ Use soapless gel to disinfect surfaces

e

and hands.
Get the influenza shot, which
®

will be

given starting this month.
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y condoms
ent maintain erection
By Melinda ee
INVITED COLUMNIST

Open from 12-5 Weekdays
& 10-6 Weekends!
: Take
299, Blue Lake exit
Adults $ 4.00
10 + Under $ 3.00

2 /am a 27-year-old gay male. | have
never had a very big sex drive, but |
have managed to do OK. My question
| is regarding erectile dysfunction. | get aroused
and am fine, sometimes it comes and goes, but
it does OK such as for hand jobs and if | do
not use protection during sex (which / pian on
using from now on after my last relationship).
The problem is, usually if the touching stops
and | put a condom on for penetration, my
erection is less, not enough to penetrate. It is
very frustrating to both of us to get so far into
intimacy, and then not be able to perform because my penis doesnt like condoms. My penis is average, so it is not like the condoms
are too small, maybe a little tight, but | would
think they would be fine. Any suggestions?

It happens sonidilines that the penis knows
when the rest of you really isn't into sex, and it
refuses to play. Maybe you are one of the people who have a need for a more intense connection with someone prior to engaging in a
sexual relationship.
People vary a great deal on that dimension's
importance in their sexual satisfaction. With gay
men, the stereotype is an extreme version of the

macho ideal.
What | mean by that is that men are thought
to be always ready to have sex anytime there's
a willing partner, and gay men experience that
stereotype even more intensely.
That certainly doesn’t mean it is true, for you
or any other man.

Some people, regardless of gender or orientation, have higher needs, values and desires
about being in intimate, committed relationships before having sex. Think about what you
need, and make sure you have those pieces in
place that will enhance your experience.
It is also possible that you need more intense

: Losing one's erection when a condom
is introduced is a fairly common problem. Making sure you're at a high level
of arousal before putting on the condom is one
of the things that work for some men.
The bummer about that is, there are only so
many safe ways to do that without a barrier. It
also sounds like getting to a high level of arousal isn't something that you ex- —
perience easily.
As you sit with yourself,
thinking about what kind of
sexual life you want, maybe
it’s time to ask yourself some
hard questions. You might not
‘really be interested in sex, and
that's totally OK.
If you’re interest in sex is very
low, but you'd like it to be higher, then
you might try working on that with a
good therapist.
I'm inferring a lot from what you wrote, so |
could be totally off base, and if so, | apologize
in advance.

fine wines and desserts. West African live music and food. Open daily:
for dinner 5 pm to 10 pr. Late-Nine Friday & Saturday unl am.
Reservations suggested on weekends.

Wed 10/8 - &:30pme
SLAM POETRY

now

when

you

Try experimenting with it, noticing your level
of physical and psychological arousal, and see

if
you
tion

can't figure out the connecbetween that and your
erection.
I'm

sure

you

al-

ready
understand
how important condoms are, so | won't
insult you by emphasizing that too much. Keep
working with it, trying dif-

ferent brands, and different

There are also some medical conditions
that cause a lowered sex drive, but because

it sounds like this is a lifelong (or at least long-

Natural levels of sex drive very greatly from

term) situation for you, that isn’t likely. You

one person to another, and you could just be
less libidinous than other people.

probably

get checked

out medically,

just to be on the safe side.

Oe

the reaction that's happening
use them with partners.

lubes, to see if you can find a
combination that is pleasing to
you.
| think it's possible that you just
naturally have a lower drive than some other folks. You could still work on that, and it's
changeable to a point if you wanf to, but you
don't have to in order to be a healthy, happy
man.

should

i

physical stimulation. | would suggest that you
try masturbating using condoms, to get over

It may be that you need more than just physical stimulation. to really be into sex. Perhaps

you could benefit from really working toward
connecting on more levels with your partner(s)
prior to sex, intentionally building intimacy and
connection.

Think about what you need from sexual and
other relationships, and

be sure your needs

there are met.
You might find that the erection problem
takes care of itself, once the emotional/spiritual
side of your sexuality has what it wants to be

happy.

Melinda Myers has been part of HSU's faculty for 10 years. She teaches Human Sexuality and other courses for the psychal
and ogy
women's
studies departments. She owns Good Relations Lovers’ Boutique, @ sexpositi
store in ve
Eureka. She is a single
mom, with two sons to whom
she lectures frequently about sex and relationships. if you have any questions you would like answered, e-mail her at: mm3I@humboldt.edu.

Kazhieen Fauncee Siath, CODT BS

Officials to plan killer
whale family reunion

Study finds dietin
children gain weight

Last week, Canadian officials decided to
try to reunite a lone killer whale with his family, according to a Reuters article. The whale,

Doctors are reporting that children who diet
may be more likelyto gain weight over time, according to a Reuters article. The study, which

miles south of Vancouver Island. The group
usually leaves the area for deeper Pacific waters late in November. The decision to relocate
Luna stemmed from reports of the whale being injured by collisions with float planes.

Plant life on oceans’

surfaces is shrinking
Scientists have determined that plant life
covering the surface of the world’s oceans is
disappearing at an alarming rate, according

to a San Francisco Chronicle article. Phyto-

plankton helps absorb some of the “greenhouse gases” that contribute to global warming. NASA biologist Watson Gregg said these
plants absorb about half of the world’s carbon
dioxide. Oceanographers say the decline in
productivity of the plants is most noticable in
the North Pacific. Scientists have not determined if the decrease in plant productivity is
linked to increases in ocean temperatures.

took place at Brigham and Women's Hospital in

Boston from 1996 to 1998, looked at more than
16,000 children ages 9 to 14. About 16 percent
of the boys and 30 percent of the girls were dieting when the study began, according to the
article. The dieters said they were more ac‘tive and recieved fewer calories than the nondieters, but they tended to gain more weight.
This could have been due to their metabolism
becoming more efficient, but the study said a
more likely reason was binge eating after following a restrictive diet.

Stressed out swine

become sweaty meat

A stress syndrome bred into some pigs is
causing problems in the pork industry, according to a New York Times article. In the
1950s, breeders began choosing pigs that
had more lean muscle, food scientists said.
These pigs carried a naturally occuring porcine stress syndrome. The syndrome causes
a biochemical reaction that makes 10 to 15
percent of pork leak liquid in the package
and turn leathery when cooked. This problem
costs the pork industry an estimated $90 million lost in revenue each year.

Florida firm markets

Study of Californians’
breast milk to begin

Florida's Drink Safe Labs has a patent pending on a technology to fight the use of drink
se.
relea
spiking drugs, according to a press
from
The technology comes in several forms,

Scientists and environmental activists believe that’ environmental pollutants may contribute to certain diseases—such as breast

drink spike detector

bevthe size of a matchbook to the size of a

s in
erage coaster. When the technology come
s with a
contact with GHB or ketamine, it react

most
color change. GHB and ketamine are the

ss the
common drink spike drugs used acro
The seglobe, according to the press release.

,
- pior vice-president of the firm, Jonathon Cosie
a
seen
have
said in the press release that they
from U.S. colleges. The technolbig
the Unitogy is already selling in areas outside
ed States.

@
Kate Buchanan Room
9pm
:

©

Golden Cost Ruck Showcase
featuring Eclliptic from San Diego,
Sacred Surfaces from San Fran,
,
and Entheogen $4

cancer, according to a Los Angeles Times ar-

ticle. They have begun collecting breast milk
from mothers in three California locations to
test this hypothesis. According to the article,
the places are: Torrance, which has a hazardous waste site, the Central Valley, which uses

lots of pesticides and Marin County, which has
a high rate of breast cancer. The milk of new

mothers has a large concentration of chemicals because they accumulate in the fat cells
of the breasts.
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alone near Vancouver Island in July 2001. Scientists do not know how he became separated from his family group. According to the article, Luna's family group spends the summer
and fall in the Strait of Juan de Fuca, over 160
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Marching: Musical movement
Continued from page 23

“Play loud!” shouts Valazquez after a run-through of .
the Star Wars Imperial March,
“Don't be a wuss about it!”

Jie

ang

When the tune is going well

Pg

she conducts by -boogieing
in time.
Despite the scarcity of fe-

i
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male axe majors over the
- years, the band is not lacking
in female members. The current roster is fairly even, as far
as musicians are concerned.
That has not always been the
case.
30 years ago the Marching
Lumberjacks was a “no girls
allowed club.” That is, until
a flute player by the name
of Maria Johnston broke the
chest hair barrier in 1973 and
became the first female member of the Marching Lumberjacks. Go to the library and

ber1.

check out the cover story in

After 35 years of practice, the Marching Lumberjacks have evolved from a
run-of-the-mill male marching
band into an integrated, fully
functional, completely compactable, totally unpredictable marching machine.
Plus, they do a version of
“!. Love Rock ‘n’ Roll” that'll
make your hair curl, in a good

volume 48, issue four of The

way.
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Galactic once again visthe North Coast when

they play the Kate Buchanan
Room this Monday at 9 p.m.

Galactic shot straight out of
New Orleans in the late 1990s

to become one of the most
“groove-ridden” funk and soul

i

cree fleas

das

at HSU ° The Depot ° South Campus Marketplace

» © Giant's Cupboard Soy Ont Soe

Compe Oaten
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[sree

acts of our time.
This six-piece funk and
soul group has gained admiration worldwide, creating a

ree

groove-ridden fan base that
only grows

larger with each

show.
Flagpole magazine hai!s
their performances as ‘a
bone-chilling
experience,

>.

funk with the force of illegal
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inhalants
Galactic released their first
studio album in three years, titled “Ruckus” which is available at the various local record stores. It was produced
by Dan “The Automator” Nakamura, who is famous for his
work with the Gorillaz, among
others.
New York Times critic Jon
Pareles even praised their
songs as “some of the most
danceable music on earth.”

Tickets for the CenterArts-sponsered event are for
the general population and

$20 for the student population. Tickets are available at
the University Ticket Office
at HSU, The Works and The
Metro.
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STAFF WRITER

North
Coast
Children’s
Service hosted the 16th annual Pastels on the Plaza last
Saturday.
More than 250 artists,
sponsored by the local business
community,
created
sidewalk art to benefit HeadStart and other after-school
programs in Humboldt County.

‘ For

$150,

between

$80

businesses

and

could

re-

serve a spot on the sidewalk
for their chosen artist to decorate. Some artist's chose
to represent their sponsors
in

their

work

while

others

just drew whatever came to
mind.
Lost
Coast
Brewery,
Humboidt Glassblowers, the
Co-op and Los Bagels were
just a few of the participants.
Local artist Dwane Flatmo
was out creating a piece for

Lost Coast Brewery. Flatmo's
work is recognized most nota-

bly by the mural on the north
side of the Lost Coast Brewery and it was a unique opportunity to see him at work.
The event was not open
only to local business. The
Humboldt Swim Club had a
square as well as a local soc-

sidewalk art is still there. Fin-

“x A

4

A ie ofa

a contest or a competition
but if it were I'd have to give
1st prize for creativity to the
Arcata Furniture Exchange.
Their square was a swirl of
bright colors with their logo at
the bottom. The creative part
was that the artist had cut a
wooden chair off at an angle
and set it up in the middle of
the swirl. It looked like the
chair was sinking into a big
swirl of pastels. Pretty cool.
From 9 a.m. into the afternoon artists knelt around the
piaza drawing and smudging until their pictures were
perfect.
Young children took over
the center of the plaza with
their own chalk and pastel drawings. Everyone was
drawing on everything all
morning. Add some live music and local vendors, and
you've got yourself a hoppin’
town gathering.
That's why | live here.
Some towns take legal action
when they catch someone
drawing all over public property. Here in Arcata we take
an activity that is commonly
considered a misdemeanor
and turn it into a fundraising
event for the betterment of
young children.
If you missed the gathering on Saturday, don’t worry.
It hasn't rained yet so all the

.

i

Ve

et

Photo by Kaitlin
Hope
arééte Furniture Exchange was literally in The Plaza last

By Lucas O.
Cebulski
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Theatre

Pictured from the left to right, Lynne Wells as Lady O'Riley, Fiona Zublin as Peg and
_ Dianne Zuleger as Rose star in “Rose Colored Glass” in Eureka this weekend.

- Rose Colored Glass
_
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 10 & SATURDAY, OCTOBER 11 ONLY

paints the stage red
By Erin Miyabara
STAFF WRITER

Set in the late '30s in Chicago, the North Coast Repertory Theatre's production
of “Rose Colored Glass” is
‘a somber tale of two women
whose only commonality is an
alley between their establishments and a nosy, excitable

young girl.

Written by Susan Bigelow-

Marsh and Janice Goldberg

and also directed by Goldberg, the story is about two
women, “worlds apart, across
an alley,” who, unified by the
same cause, form a bond after years of “water under the
This play requires three
things of the audience: an
easily warmed heart, a soft
spot for watching friendships
bloom and, perhaps most of
all, patience.
Lynne Wells plays Lady

O'Riley,

MeGlicyan
MASSAGERS

Rill
a a

eee
'

rq
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& PRIVATE. MULTIPLE CHANWELS
SELECTIONS CHANGED TWICE A WEEK!

the

Irish-American

pub owner with a grudge
against
Jewish
neighbor
Rose Fleishman, played by
Dianne Zuleger. Anti-Semitism is hinted at but it is pretty
Clear that is not the main reason for the tension between
the two. Years of avoidance

CLEAN

if

and mutual

dislike create an

atmosphere of rigidity in the
alley they share.
It is Lady O’Riley's boisterous young granddaughter
Peg, played by Fiona Zublin,
who decides it is time to get
involved and starts the stubborn women on their way to
friendship. Things start off
slow, but Peg is determined;
not with the stern, absolute
determination of an adult, but
with the optimistic, jumpy determination of a child.

Once

the

two

become

friends, united over tea, coffee and Rose's mail from relatives in Europe, a supporting
story is incorporated concerning the unknown whereabouts of Rose's nephew,
Abraham. Now that the women have a project to work on,
their bond is no longer so superficial.
The play was well set up
as far as set design goes.
The story takes place in the
kitchens of the women's businesses on either side of the
stage, with the alley down the
middie.
Everything about the set
looks authentic, from Lady
O’Riley's table-mounted meat
grinder and Rose Fleishman’s
telephone, to the aged-looking bricks marking the edges
of the buildings. The shelves

were stocked with dishes and
food items and the kitchens
were convincing.
One interesting aspect of
the set design, and a method for showing historical context, is a large screen placed

High above
which

the stage

slides

headlines

and

of

onto

newspaper
old

pictures

are projected. Though this
is good for giving a glimpse
into the reality of the day, it
was also distracting at times,

taking away from what was
going on below in the worid
of Rose Fleishman and Lady
O'Riley.
By the end of the play,
however, that didn't seem to
matter. Upon leaving the theater, | heard audience members commenting
that “it
brought tears to my eyes,” “I
learned a lot,” and “that was
most excellent.”
I-cannot say that | agree
with those sentiments and in
fact | found it hard to sympathize with the characters. The
parts were well-acted for the
most part, but for whatever
reason, | couldn't relate to the
characters.
“Rose Colored Glass” will :
be playing for its last weekend on Oct. 10 & 11 at 8 p.m.
at the North Coast Repertory
Theatre in Eureka.
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And ‘School of
Rock’ made it
By Daniel Mendez
STAFF WRITER

“School of Rock” is one of those movies
that you would expect to be cliché, formulaic
and predictable. The truth is, it is all of those
things, but it rocks.
Jack Black plays Dewey Finn, a thirtysomething guitarist who still dreams of stardom, but fails to realize that his rockin’ days
are over. He still lives like a young aspiring
rock musician: nonconforming, underpaid
and unapologetic.
He resides in the curtained-off corner of a
house that belongs to Ned Schneebly, a welladjusted substitute teacher and former bandmate of Dewey's.
The day comes when Dewey gets kicked
out of his barroom band, and must come up
with the rent money for Ned.
Dewey decides to take on Ned's identity
as a substitute teacher in a prestigious prep
school full of overachieving 10-year-olds.
At first he is only interested in the paycheck, letting the students roam free while he
kicks back in the teacher's chair. But he soon
realizes that his students have musical talent.
Dewey embarks on a mission of teaching
the curriculum of rock ‘n’ roll and constructs a
band out of the kids for a chance to win a battle of the bands contest.
Mike White, the actor who plays Ned, actually wrote the script for this funny and often
endearing film. But the real kudos must go to
Jack Black and the director, Richard Linklater, for turning a run-of-the-mill screenplay into
something special.
As the director of such cult classics as
“Dazed & Confused” and “Waking Life,” Linklater takes on his biggest picture yet with
“School of Rock.”
Judging by the movie itself it doesn’t look
like Linklater had any trouble adapting to a
bigger, less independent production. In fact,
the entire film is superbly constructed in a
way that lets everyone know that he is more
than capable of churning out a good-looking,
widely released movie.
He also gets a big hand from Jack Black,
who dominates the screen with his hyperactive body language and fiery dialogue. If John
Belushi and Chris Farley were able to conceive a child, its name would be Jack Black.
The man is on all of the time and is truly fit for
a film that examines ne essence of rock ‘n’
roll.

TU

For those about to rock, don’t worry about
it, Jack Black has it covered.
The kids who play his students were also
very well cast and are musicians in real life.
In most films that involve the constant presence of many children, the direction seems a
bit unorganized and rushed. The children also
usually seem to notice that there is a camera
watching them creating a deer-caught-in-theheadlights effect on the screen. But in “School
of Rock,” the kids seem so comfortable and
natural in a film where they, as a group, play a
major role. The contrast between these sweet

little children and big burly Jack Black make
for a really charming relationship that hasn't
been seen since “Kindergarten Cop.”
The film is hilarious. In a time where grossout humor seems to be all the rage in Hollywood, “School of Rock” tends to revert back
to the good old days when cinematic humor
was used to entertain and not shock. The audience will find themselves with a constant
grin on their face throughout the film.
Jack Black used to be one of those actors that one could only handle in small doses. Whether he was annoying you or making
you laugh, he really never sat right with the
movie-viewing public. But all he needed was
the right vehicle, the right director or the right
script. With “School of Rock” he scored all of
those. And overnight, with a little help from the

band, he became a rock star.
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Raekwon brings
‘the Wu to Eureka
By Sean Bohrman
Raekwon, one of the original members of the Wu-Tang

Clan, will be performing

“Iron Flag.”

at

the Six Rivers Brewery in Old
Town Eureka this Friday at 9
p.m.
Raekwon, who also goes
under the monikers The Chef
and Lex Diamonds, first surfaced on the rap scene in the
early ‘90s with The Wu-Tang
Clan's first aloum “Enter the
Wu-Tang (36 Chambers).”
Raekwon recieved critical
acclaim for his 1995 solo debut “Only Built 4 Cuban Linx,”
produced by the RAZA, in
which he took on the perso-

na of Lex Diamonds, turning
the idea of the Wu-Tang Cian
into an italian Mafioso family
calied the Wu-Gambinos.
But while he didn't achieve
the commercial success of

his Wu-Tang counterparts,
such as Method Man or Ol’
Dirty Bastard, Raekwon released another solo album
in 1999 called “immobilarity,” which didn’t feature his

frequent collaborators Ghostface Killa and the GZA.

Raekwon joined the WuTang Clan for three more albums _ including
“Wu-Tang
Forever,” “The Wu” and the
most recent album, 2001's
Raekwon

will soon

Saturday October 11, 2003
Six Rivers Brewery, Old Town Eureka
will be transformed.
SKF @ 9:30. Organic Sample @ 8:30
Tickets $10 at the door. 21 and over please.

usic t

hook

up with Ghostface Killa again

to create a sequel to his solo
masterpiece “Cuban Linx.”
Rae will be performing

with C-Rayz Walz of Def Jux
who will be supporting his

shanihebinchetiasdaiansllic uncciuenddibiis siemadeaiie
for a full Bio and FREE Download of the song MORPHINE.

new album “Ravipops.”

C-Rayz is an underground
rapper from New York City
who got his start with a group

called

the

Stronghold

and

eventually caught the atten-

tion of the Defintive Jux label
where he guested on albums

with Cannibal Ox and Aesop
Rock.
He recorded an album ti-

tled “The Prelude” that featured mostly his demos and
released it under his own record label Sun Cycle Enter-

tainment in late 2001.
The show will also feature
the talents of ice Water Inc
and local favorite DJ Thanksgiving Brown.
Tickets cost $16 and $20
and

are

available

at

The.

Works
and The Metro.
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The Simpsons:
Hit and Run
_ Playstation 2

The Simpsons go
Crazy ‘Vice City’ style

When you support

Become a ‘Homer'cidal maniac

_ Pacific Paradise
you're supporting
the local music scene

By Larry Marsh
STAFF WRITER

Once again, “The Simpsons” clone another top-selling video game, this time mimicking the “Grand Theft Auto”
series, but without the lustful

a’

gunfire and prostitution.
Your goal is to complete a
range of objectives in each
domestic area of Springfield.

A lot of it involves driving from
one destination to. another,
sometimes. within a. certain
time limit.
Extra vehicles for each
playable Simpsons character can be unlocked: through

- accumulating enough golden

coins, which are found almost
anywhere. Driving into streetlights and stop signs and killing those pesky wasps will
also increase your coin collection.
lf you'd
rather
ignore
“searching
for coins, any car

on the road can be taken at
your own leisure with no questions asked.
The levels are impressive-

ly huge and well detailed. To
memorize a section of Springfield would probably take up
to 30 minutes, but that's only
when there are no objectives

fs

to worry about.
Remember “The Simpsons”

a
(80)

Halloween episode where Matt
Groening put his characters in
- a3-D world? Well those creepy

looking Simpsons’ charac:
ters are back. Homer's wide-

THE LUMBERIACK
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eyed ghost stare would probably frighten younger gamers.
While seeing Lenny, Homer's
friend and nuclear power plant
co-worker, you get the impression that he’s taken a turn for

the worst and has become a
homeless alcoholic.
The voice-overs turned out
great. Hearing the large cast
deliver several one-liners each
gives this game the cartoon
series feel. Once they begin
to repeat themselves, though,
the novelty wears rather thin.
Luckily, on the option menu
your character's voice can be
turned off.
When in need of a break

from the challenge of the main
game, enter the multiplayer
action. Up to four players can
race against one another in an
off-road style game.

If that grows old, you can
always mindlessly run people
over and hear them quibble
while they tumble along the
sidewalk. Or you could be a
real man and kick their defenseless hides. Pedestrians,
when kicked, will sometimes
fling up in the air.
There is not much worth
noting about the bland music. The only good thing about

it is the theme song from the
TV show,

Because

of the $50

price

tag, it’s best to rent this game
before making a decision to
buy, since it isn’t outstand-

ing or anything groundbreaking. All it has going for it is its
novelty.

By Stephen Dorman
Starr Writer
eS
Longboarders of all shapes and sizes converged
on South Beach in Crescent City this past weekend
to take part in the eighth annual Noll Longboard Classic.
Over 240 surfers, ranging in age from 6 to 60, paid

a $35 entry fee to compete for trophies, surfboards

and bragging rights as Northern California's best big
board riders.
The theme for this year's Classic was “Ohana,”
which is Polynesian for family. The term has been
used by Hawaiians for centuries and incorporates

not only a person's immediate family, but the fam-

ily that is comprised of the most basic elements of a
surfer's existence: the sea, sun, wind, moon and, of
course, the waves.
“This contest is all about family and community,”
event coordinator and founder Beverly Noll said. “It
is all these people's vibe, their stoke, that makes this
thing happen. We are all part of the ocean. We are
all Ohana.”
Noll, along with her son, Rhyn Noll, founded the
Classic in 1996 after growing weary of traveling to
places like Washington to find surf contests for her
son to enter. The Noll family has deep roots in surfing culture. Noll's first husband Greg Noll (aka “Da’
Bull"), was a celebrated surfing pioneer in Hawaii

during the 1950s, and perhaps, if legend holds true,
was the first person to conquer Hawaii's mystical
big wave break Waimea Bay on Nov. 5, 1957. A picture taken of him sizing up a huge Pipeline, board in
hand, in the late 1950's, also immortalizes Da’ Bull.
That photo was used as the movie poster for the surf
Classic “Big Wednesday."
Unlike other competitive surf contests, the ClasSic focuses first on providing a fun-filled atmosphere,
and then on the actual surfing competition. There are
some basic contest rules involved in this event: the
most notable being that all surfboards must be at
least 9 feet in length. Contestants are judged on each
wave based on a scale of 1 to 10 points (a one being
a bad wave and a 10 being a long, nearly perfect ride
with multiple maneuvers). Surfers are scored on their
best three waves of a 15-minute heat and advance
by finishing in the top three of a six-person heat.
The waves this year were in the 3- to 4-foot range.
There were some nice sections to be had, but much
of the competition. was marred by closeouts (waves
that break all at once). Predominantly overcast skies
kept the conditions mostly glassy throughout the
weekend.
Contestants came from various geographic loca-

tions, including Hawaii, Washington, Oregon, South-

ern California and even one man who came all the
‘way from Italy.
“We attend this event every year,” surfer and father
Ray Creech said. “This is such a free-spirited time for

everyone involved.” Creech made the trip down from
Medford, Ore., with his 6-year-old son Mike.
Mike only started surfing three months ago, but
that did not stop him from entering the Menahunie
portion of the contest.
“Ya, | like to surf,” the younger Creech said. Menahunies are classified as children 12 years old or

younger.

There were 33 Menahunies entered in this year's

event, the most in the Classic's eight-year history.

Other age groups include Gremmies (13 to 19
years-old), Gals (women over 19), Boys (20 to 29
years old), Hotshots (30 to 39 years old), Cruisers (40
to 49), Dukes (50 to 59) and Grand Dukes (60+).
There was also a tandem competition—where
two riders share one board, typically in the 12 foot
range—and a superheat in which last year's winners
competed for the honor of donating a scholarship to .
Del Norte High Schoo! in Crescent City.
It takes a lot of volunteers and sponsors to keep
the Classic running year in and year out.

“The sponsors make this contest,” said Nol? “With-.

out them, this would never happen. We are so lucky

to have a wonderful local sponsorship base so that
we don't have to go to the bigger companies in order

to find funding. This allows us to keep the local flavor

and make this a family environment.”

Longboarders, continued on page 32
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Top: “Menahunies” are stoked to brave the crumbling whitewash on the shoreline of South Beach. Bottom left: Longboarders enter the
surf
for the next heat. Bottom right: “Gals” top surfers claim their hand carved trophy at the winners’ ceremony on Sunday, concluding the Noll Classic.
This year, various sponsors, including Noll Surfboards in Crescent City, Lincoin City Surf Shop in Or-

egon, Big Air Windsurfing, Bob Bellamy Surfboards,
Boris Skateboards, Tsunami Surf & Sport in Garberville and many others donated a total of five brandnew longboards along with numerous skateboards,
boardbags, leashes, shirts and all kinds of other
goodies. Most of the items were awarded through the
sale of raffle tickets. Proceeds from the ticket sales
help pay for insurance, clean up and other contest- related expenditures.
Local businesses feel the impact of the two-day
event as well. Hotels are booked solid and restaurants see tables and barstools fill up once the sun

goes down and there are no more waves left to ride
until morning.

ofl

ope

“We were at full capacity,” Hampton inn & Suites
manager Miram Boyce said. “Most of our guests are
in town for the surf contest.”
‘At California Kids Toe Jam, a jelly and snack shop
located directly adjacent to the judge's booth, Bailey and Taylor Bachman-Williams serve hot dogs and
blackberry lemonade to sunburned -nose riders.
“We hope that we get to surf in the contest one
day,” Bailey said. “But our mom said we have to learn
how to swim first.”
The girls, 9 and 10 years old respectively, say that
they always have a fun time when the surf contest
comes to town, and business is good as long as their
mom, Ronda, keeps the grill rolling.
“We really run the place,” Taylor said. “Mom, well,
she does a nice job as our assistant.”

That is the attitude that dominates the Noll Classic. Good times with friends, family and some decent
surf is all most people who show up at South Beach
strive for.
“I try hard to win,” said surfboard shaper Cort
Gion. “But win or lose I'm going to have a ball just being out here with my buddies. | mean, | look around
and see all the friends | need right here. It's a great
experience.”

Gion, who is from Florence, took home first place
in the Cruisers division.

Other division winners were:

Robbie

Ledbetter

(Menahunies), Matt Weiner (Gremmies), Rachel Ward
(Gals), Terry Nave (Boys), James Bavin (Hotshots),
Hugh Holt (Dukes), Lenny Ehlers (Grand Dukes) and

Alex Papel and Mike Jipp (Tandem).

In the spirit of celebrating athletic excellence, the HSU Athletic Department will induct
five standout athletes and one team into the
Humboidt State Hall of Fame. Legendary athletes
Chris Butterfield (football), Tonia Coleman (women's basketball and track), Dave Colley (soccer),
Jennifer Fritz (softball), Brent Wissenback (wrestling) and the 1973 Women's Volleyball Team will

be formally honored at the HSU Hall of Fame
Dinner on Oct. 10 and during the halftime of the
homecoming football game on Oct. 11.

‘onverge.
mergemedia.org

By Brian Haas

Northwest
Athletic
Conference. HSU is.now ranked No.
10 in the west region.
HSU returns home on Saturday at noon for an equally
challenging game against No. —

Stare Writer
Senior forward Jenna Hunt-

- ermade HSU women's soccer

16 nationally

' history last weekend, setting
the career assist record in the
wins over Cal State L.A. and
Hunter's assist on Friday
was her fifth this season and
her 23rd during her career at
HSU, breaking the old record
of 22 career assists held by
Marsha Texeira (1997-2000).
“We had a great start,”
said
HSU
head
coach
Andy
Cumbo.
“We
came
out fast and
aggressive.”

allowed

weekend

The

‘Jacks

came

into

the

the year to give the ‘Jacks an
early lead.
Just 10 minutes into the
second
half,

CSLA
scored
a controversial

'

In the second overtime CS-

LA’s Kota Taniyama scored off

a throw-in to give them the victory 2-1.

main in first place in the Great

We dam ae

Photo by Michael Schnaizer

Stop wasting time styling your _
hair straight 800-USE-RUSK

eee

www.rusk.com

defense while maintaining

Senior forward Jenna Hunter
broke the women’s soccer
career assist record last Friday,
with her 23rd career assist. It
marked her fifth of the season.

MOL

mre

822-4958
Sunny Brae
Arcata, Ca

to go against us,” head coach
Alan Exley said. “When you're
losing, you don't get the

Www

Hw

Rang

Center
95521
vena

breaks.”

Sunday did not go any better for the ‘Jacks, as they lost
to CSDH, ranked No.1 in the
region. The ‘Jacks lost 5-1.
The ‘Jacks lone goal was
made by senior Geoff Scott
late in the second half.

The ‘Jacks ‘dropped to 2goal to
13-0 overall after the weektie the
‘ end's games.
game
“I'm proud of our team for
1-1, The
hanging together through this
goal
losing streak,” Exley said.
bounced off the crossbar, but “They never give up. They
was signaled by the officials to fight to the end.”
have crossed the end line...
HSU continues its season

coach Andy Cumbo said. “We

3-0 after the weekend, and re-

You won't bel;ive the look asd

on

Parker put in his first goal of

head

The ‘Jacks improved to 8-

losses

Fifteen minutes into the first
half, freshman midfielder Ryan

listeningto

a good sign.”

two

CSLA game last Friday fired
up and ready to play.

CSLA

are continually improving and
we haven't peaked yet. That's

with

the road to Cal State Los Angeles and Cal State Dominguez Hills.

game up 2-2.
HSU didn’t let up though,
and in the second half scored
two unanswered goals to defeat CSLA 4-2.
oR
Sunday
the ‘Jacks
defeated
the
No.8
ranked
nationally
CSDH
1-0.
“If anybody
is

statement,”

leaves hair in superb condition.

The men’s soccer losing
steak continued to 13 last

to score two goals and tie the

us, we're
making a

Patentented technology system
utilizing proteins
and amino acids

Men’s Soccer looses 13th

The ‘Jacks had a breakdown in the middie of the

which

Seattle

University. The Redhawks are
9-2 on the season and were
listed No. 3 in last week's West
Region poll.

Cal State Dominguez Hills.

game,

ranked

.

on the road next week as they
do battle with Notre Dame de
Namur on Thursday, Oct. 16.

“The tough decisions.seem

Women’s volle
on y
thebroa
adlaga
lin
3 By ¢Charlene Murphy
The ‘Jacks take it to the road for
the second week in a row, hoping
this week's outcome will be better
than last's.
“We didn’t play well on the court
last weekend,” said head women's
volieyball coach Sue Woodstra.

ings in GNAC. The win would have

F@NAG

with the loss the
the pack. However,

|:

moved the ‘Jacks into the middie of [> #8 of Ost
‘Jacks are now tied with upcoming
challenger Northwest Nazarene.
Thursday the ‘Jacks will face

Aleake Anct
|S Seams.

by Seattle University on Saturday.

| “Sr "=

Northwest Nazarene (2-5), followed | % Ceram. yaa.
Seattle University (4-3) is in a three- | =>

way tie

for the fourth spot in the

vet am

Ses

f°"

“We're anxious to get back on the GNAC standings.

court."
will mark the end of the first half of f°"
The loss to Western Oregon was
b=
play for the 2-5 ‘Jacks.
conference
key in the ‘Jacks current stand-
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We at The Lernbeitsdk have aten tings © sty 'n tis,

+1

our last issue before the great recall of 2003.
It sure would be nice if we actually had a decent set of
candidates
to choose from. It's funny that in the most
populous and influential state in America, both major political parties are so weak and disorganized as to give
us the field we have.
The Democratic Party is actually in chaos all over
America, and therefore couldn't put any effort into
finding a viable candidate. At first, party leaders
didn't
even want any Democrats
to run as a show of
support for Davis. But then if Davis were successfully
recalled, they’d be guaranteed to lose. So they gave
us Lt. Gov. Cruz Bustamante and the awesome
slogan, “No on the recall, yes on Bustamante.”
So let’s see, in case the recall succeeds, we should
replace Davis with someone who has been in bed
with him since the beginning? Is he likely to do any ©
better?
At least the Republicans are trying to do something

|

HEARING HUMBOUOT

lumped

Then, figuring that their best chance to win would
be with some big-name celebrity, they threw Arnold
at us, the BIGGEST
name they
doesn’t

‘Do you want to see the “Bong Tally”
return to 7he Lumberjack ?
“If the paper can't
get
a hold of accurate
numbers it should not
be printed. It threatens the paper's cred-

"| think it just reinforces the Humboldt
stereotype.
it's only
showing how people
are negligent enough to

ibility.”

get their bongs taken.”

Kevin Farley
Journalism
Sophomore
Living Group Advisor

“Yes. | found it comical.
| think
it's a part of Humboldt culture.”

Rachel Hailstone
French
Sophomore
Living Group Advisor

“As long as they're confiscat-

ing bongs there needs to be a
bong tally. The people deserve

“Hell yea. | want to hear about all

the

idiots that get caught.”

=

*

to be informed.”

Emily Campbell
Biology
Junior
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Wintred MacNeil
Art & Computer Science
Senior

Stein Stoddard
Wildlife
Junior

t. We

are once

ing uranium

again us-

munitions against

| know this is a week late in
coming but bear with me. The

other nations.

piece that was written after the

thousands of tons of “depleted

HSU-Car Free day did very little
in the aspect of a follow through

uranium” have been released
into the environment, ingested
by soldiers and civilians alike.
The death is prolonged, painful and is unmistakably caused
by radiation poisoning, and yet,
this illness goes unrecognized
and uncompensated for in most
cases by our government and
military. This is tragic in itself.
What it means for our continued
existence on the planet has yet
to be played out.
Veterans for Peace is bring-

or recap of the event. With all
of the hype, signs, posters and

chalking of the campus, the final published article was a disappointment. There was more
of an article on a movie review
than the event itself. Many people from the community showed

their support of the event, the
president of the school, numerous members of the community and
various teams showed
their support. The Men's and
Women's
rowing
teams
had
a large turnout as well as the

HSU cross-country team (wearing shirts supporting Track and
Field), to name just a few. The
two-mile bike ride in itself may
not be that large of an event but
the community turnout and the
support it received was a phe-

ing

Gulf

Hundreds,

war

veteran

even

Doug

Rokke, Ph.D to the New Arcata

Community

Center

on

Octo-

ber 10th at 7 p.m. Dr. Rokke,
who served 30 years as a Career army officer and former
director of the Army's Depleted

Uranium Project, has a chilling

nomenal thing. For this campus
and community being as pronature and pro-conservation as

story to tell. This event is free to
the public, and should not to be
missed.
Lisa Brown
Arcata

it is, there should have been
greater acclaim given than it

What ‘atheist’ means

(the ride) obtained.
Sincerely,
Alison Cook,
Zoology Junior

When
will we stop

using uranium munition?
Dear Editor,
Thanks to Ms. Eberhard, my

6th grade teacher, | have carried
an

unmeasurable

burden,

one

too large for any child, and barely too much for any American of
any age to bear. The fact that

our country dropped two atomic bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki, killing over 210,000 innocent people, and leaving our
country without a soul. It was a

moment in time never to be forgotten and a brutal awakening
for this girl of 12 years.
Over my years, this bur' den was somewhat diffused by
a belief that what we learned
reached deep to the core of humanity and would never be repeated. The costs were just too
_ high. This despite our continued proliferation of nuclear power and bombs.
In recent years, however, |

have learned that our military

Editor,
This is a response to Todd
Fischer. Besides the fact that
Todd does not understand that
the alpha that begins the word
“atheist” (from the Greek language) means against, contra
or anti, his logic proves te very
thing he set out to disprove.
What is wrong with being
hateful? Todd Fischer who
does not believe in God asks
Dr. Ford, “Why do you preach
such hate?” Is Todd appeal-

ing to some sort of objective

moral standard or an absolute authority? On what basis
SHOULD anyone do anything?
It appears that his assumption
is that hate is bad. How did he
arrive at this conclusion? To
whom is he appealing? After
all, “If God is dead, then everything is permitted,” — the
box guy.
Mark Jasa
Arcata

been
hasor
Jack edit
much gMTV
too in
view
the mulcru
Dear simulaof
pop-cultural
feminized
tra

guage, Save the Pepople’” (09-

17-03), the use of language is
a justifiable medium to explore
the matter of race, racism and
its effects on contemporary
culture, but your naiveté has
overlooked the more impor-

tant structures of power, privilege, class, and psychological

that you spend hours getting
ready to create a superficial

frameworks.

image, week in and week out,

Through

simple analysis,

it

seems on sub-conscious level you have masculinized your
self to take on the roll of the
white

supremacist

patriarchal

“Massa,” who wants to control the dialect of one of America's sub-culture (Hip Hop) and
marginalized groups (Black
community). If we are speaking about “saving the language and the Pepople,” we
hope you are playing your part

by abstaining in conversation from structuring your sentences around the word “like.”
For example “Like, | think” or
“like, we should go to the like,
bars.” But this is a trivial point.
A word like “nigga” does empower when it is made positive
and creates social frameworks
that make the ruling class. uncomfortable when it used in
context.
Furthermore, for your own
sake, please understand that
just because you play sports
which brings you in contact
and possible friendships with
Black students does not give
you authoritative insight into
our cultural dilemmas. By us-

ing your subjective experience as a point of departure
for macro issues, such as the
racial implications of language
use, you made the Black Population a homogenous group,

which does not fall to far from
the White Supremacist tree.
And we all know you do not
want to fall into that category.
Thus, we are brought to
your second article, “Arcata
Bars are Lame,” (10-01-03).

Building upon your ideas of ig-

norance,

which

comes

about

through too much MTV viewing, we are saddened to read

to ultimately be disappointed
with Arcata’s “played out to
the max” bar scene.
It seems that you have feed
into MTV's aesthetic and escapist programs/outlets to satisfy your own

college

ence. We hope your
is not ruptured into
chological atrophy,
case with over 60
American

women

experi-

self worth
deep psyas is the
percent of
who

have

eating disorders and can not
achieve orgasm. Hence, you
are to forced to conceal this
pain through the typical Western standards of consumerism and dancerie, or ultimately late-life depression. If this
is the case, we may

suggest

reading a book, playing an
instrument, painting, talking a
walk, meditation, or jumping
out of your shallow box and
actually sparking a conversation with one of the local bums
or street kids. This may bring
about enlightenment, to what
seems to be your privileged
perspective and shallow state
of mind. Know peace, understand love, embrace the suffering, and gaze at the infinitely complex consciousness
of the cosmos that equates to
your self and non-self.
A message brought to you

cal cloud-dwellers, Clay Ford's

“Why should | believe in God?” *
article was a tad too offensive
to avoid meriting a suitable response.
Ford answers the much de-

served criticism of religions
(and Christianity in particular)
as corpse factories by pointing
out that it is unfair to lump all
the world’s religionis together
and call it “religion” in the abstract. Fair enough. However,
he claims that the many Christian torturers and executioners
in the last two millenia were
acting against the teachings of
Jesus. Also true, but let us not
confuse the religion of Christianity as we know it, assembled
hundreds of years after Jesus’
death with a mishmash of pagan myths by the Church Fathers who asserted their right
to lie if it served “God,” with
what Jesus actually said, if he
existed at all. Jesus was not a
Christian (and Marx was not
a Marxist — and Freud was a
coke addict.)

by,

Black Syrup on a White
Pancake (aka frankhana)
McCurry-interdisciFrank

plinary

Hannah Haas-Anthropology

sive
es
(oo offen
was cl
Arti
from
refrainly
While | normal

getting too worked up over
for mystits
paid advertisemen

| il

War

To the Editor:

Can you please refrain from
polluting the opinion space in
the Lumberjack? It is obvious
you do not take your writing
subjects seriously due to your
awkward sentence structure
and misconceived position of
student issues. To begin, in
your article, “Save the Lan-

z
i
f
:
;
Ht i

almost continuously since Gulf

icon, AKA Charlene Murphy;

s

get deserved coverage

is once again engaging in an
unthinkable act, and has been

f .;

‘Car-Free Day!’ did not
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siete the Biers, coupled
with prescriptions for how to
act in it.

Hegel, whose theo-

ry of historical progress Marx
based his ideas on, explicitlly

stated that he was secularizing

the messianic tradition of Judaism

and

Christianity.

Change

the coming of the messiah (or
the second coming of Christ) to
“the dictatorship of the proletariat” and you've got MarxistLeninism, a secular religion. So
much for those nefarious freethinkers Stalin and Mao.
'
Replace “the proletariat,”
which, while an oversimplification, at least conveys a genuine
oppression, with the nebulous
mystical abstractions of “race”
and “nation” and you've got
Fascism, that odd little Marxist
heresy. And now we can toss
Hitler and Mussolini out of the
rational atheist club.
If you have a belief system that makes you reject evidence of ideas, which might
contradict it out of hand, you

or National Socialism. The real
jack to find my “Ask the Pastor”
source of this world's Auschwitcolumn, and that he generally
zes is not the rejection of God,
finds my answers well thought
but the uncritical acceptance
out
and
well — presented.
of easy answers to hard ques- ‘Thanks Todd. At $150 per artions and simple solutions to
ticle, it is gratifying that somecomplex problems, and that
one is looking! However, | feel
scourge of every age, the unTodd misunderstood my article
willingness to think for oneself,
in the September 17" Lumberwhich, incidentally, Jesus adjack, “Why should | believe in
vised people to do. Those of us
God?" Having misunderstood
who wish for a more sane, rame he misrepresented me in
tional future, free of holocausts,
several instances in his article,
whether in Columbia or Iraq,
so | appreciate the opportunity
at Auschwitz or at Wounded
to clarify a few things:
Knee, might do well to read the
1. | do not reduce
the huwords of Mikhail Bakunin: “God
man race to two groups—theists
being everything, the real world "(those believe in God) and anand man are nothing . . . If God
titheists (those who are against
is, man is a slave; now, man
God). Obviously there are nucan and must be free; then,
merous agnostics as well as othGod does not exist. | defy anyers who would not fit into those
one whomsoever to avoid this
categories. My point was that
circle; now, therefore, let all
the primary underlying issue in
choose.”
the Cultural War in our society is
Josh Rhodes
whether or not God exists and |
Arcata resident
cited some examples.
Pastor answers a critic
2. In arguing for a fair hearIn last week's Lumberjack,
ing for the theory of Intelligent
Todd Fischer wrote an opinion
Design, | was not saying that
article entitled “Hey, Pastor:
biblical Creationism should be
Don't be hatin”. First, it's gratifytaught in our public science

courses.

Biblical

creationism

belongs in the Religious Studies Department, but the question of whether or not there is
evidence for intelligent design
very definitely belongs in the
science courses. Forensic science is used in archaeology to
determine whether markings
on a Cave wall were put there
by intelligent beings or natural
forces. The popular CSI program on TV details the work of
forensic science in determin‘ing whether or not a death is
by natural causes or homicide
(by intelligent design). Why not
allow the same kind of science
to test the theory of intelligent

design in our universe? One
cell of human DNA has enough
information/chemical language
to fill thirty volumes of the Encyclopedia Britannica. This clearly points to intelligent design,
so why the resistance?
3. My quotes from Aldous
Huxley were from his book
Ends and Means, not Brave
New World. The quotes express Huxley's admission that
he (and most of his friends)
chose his antitheist philosophical and moral positions, not

because of any evidence, but
because they suited his purposes and preferences best. |
pointed out that those who follow his example should be embarrassed by his honest admission of intellectual bias. In
saying that, | was not saying
that all atheists or antitheists
do what Huxley admitted to. |
am sure there are many who do

not.

It is “if-the-shoe-fits-wear-

it” kind of thing.
4. Finally, let me say to Todd
and to ail my readers how
much | appreciate the opportunity to enter the marketplace of
ideas. | really do not hate people that disagree with me. As
a matter of fact, | have a very
deep and sincere love for HSU
students. Love is really the
deepest

motivation

| have

for

paying big bucks to write in the
Lumberjack in the first place.
In my articles | like to point out
things that will make you think
and cause you to question the
steady diet of anti theistic, relativistic, and amoral reasoning
that inundates most of you on
a daily

basis.

Thanks

for

lth)

er you call it Southern Baptism

ing that Todd says he turns first
in each issue of the Lumber-

lis-

ie

‘are following
a teligion, wheth-

tening,
Dr. Clay Ford, Pastor

TE

Key Definitions
Sun

Basic identity and conscious purpose
Moon
Emotional
makeup,
habitual tendencies,
scious state

“sub”

con-

Mercury Rational mind, adaptability, communicating and learning style, left brain activity
Venus Attraction force (to and
for others) values, social interacdesire

nature

leading to action, how you use
physical energy, will and direction
Jupiter Belief systems, search
for truth and meaning, personal
quest
Saturn Discipline style, need
for structure and order

Uranue \ndividuality, uniqueness, freedom from past limitations
Neptune
Connection to the
Source, transcendence, going beyond self to experience merging
4 with the whole, imagination and
4 dreams

. worst thing we-can do is to give in to feel-{

» major signs of hope for our poor, meat
Po)

pesibay Tours theca

tara
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of helplessness. In the mix are some! °

hae:

Ings

ce@pmteaaweon

Pluto Regeneration capacity,
how we let go of old patterns to renew ourselves

ete

tions, finances
Mare
Personal

‘A few reasons why the McKinley

opinion

statue should stay in Arcata Plaza

ee

My old roommate was areal
piece of work. I’m not knocking him, in fact he is a really
‘cool guy who has it together
better than most people | as-

sociate with, but he had a few
problems. He was the most
violent cook that | have ever
witnessed. The food he made
waas great, but the kitchen

always

turned

out

looking

like he just got finished chasing a raccoon around with a
‘baseball bat.

Sometimes

FTE

ETO

Maas

oe

we

In this case, there probably
are none and he is absolutely
right in every way, shape and

form. Now why am | telling you
this story? No good reason really, except that he reminded
me of the hundreds of Arcata

residents that want to remove
the McKinley statue from the
Plaza. They all foam at the
mouth when they see it, yet
they can hardly ever provide
a good argument on why it
should leave.

Is

McKinley

would

an __ invasive

just
pass
that
off on
the fact that
he is Australian and that
the
Australians are a little weird. But

creature?
Does
the
statue hinder
the growth of
young native
residents
in
Arcata?
Well,
it

that

wasn't

Guest

all. He hated
a few things that we could
never understand: kitty cats,
motorcycles, rednecks, the
Russian River.

One of these things he hated was Scotch Broom. You
see, it's this plant with a really pretty yellow and orange
flower that you see all over
McKinleyville and other plac-

es in Humboldt

County.

His

problem with it is that it is an
invasive species and it seems
to be taking over in the place
of the other native plants of
the area. | personally like the

Scotch Broom and would always jokingly suggest that we
bring some home to plant in
our yard. That was a no-no.
He would start foaming at
the mouth and then turn into
the Tasmanian Devil for and
hour or two and break everything in the house. Now, his
hate for this plant got so bad
that every time he would see
anything that resembled it, he
would talk about the eradication of it throughout the entire
world. He had a “final solution” for the Scotch Broom
and nobody was going to get
in his way to stop him. He began to remind me of these
dogmatic monsters that we
called the Nazis. Except he
was more like a “native-plant
Nazi” if that makes any sense
He

column

is

well-educated

in

the reasons that the Scotch
Broom is bad, but seemed to
lack any insight to what positive effects can come from
this specific invasive species.

doesn't

So here are a few reasons
to keep McKinley on the PlaZa:
1. To dress him up on holidays.
2. Climb up on him when you
have had a few too many on
New Year,s.
3. To steal his other thumb.
4. Just so that McKinleyville
can't have him.
5. So that some of Arcata's
tour kids have someone to listen to their problems.
6. To piss off all those seifrighteous ultra-liberals this
city tolerates.

seem

like
it,
but
McKinley does have a rather interesting history as was
pointed out in the Oct. 1 issue
of The Lumberjack. However,
this history that was posted in
the center pages of the ‘Jack
sounded a little too familiar.
Kinda like | read it somewhere else first. Like in such
books like, , The People’s History of The United States:
1492 to present%e,
Noam
Chomsky,s ,What Uncle Sam
Really Wants%eo and a few others that we didn't read in high
school.
Every mental pygmy that
enters this liberal institution
gets hold of one of these
sooner

or

later.

happens.

He

And

or

then

she

Patrick Sullivan
Liberal Studies/ Elementary
Education
selif-proclaimed
shit-stirring 3rdyear senior

it

Congratulations

flock
sheep to follow you.
And thank you California for
ignoring the fact that Mr. Governator admitted that he sexually harassed and groped nu-

merous women over the past
20 years. We all now know that

pected
of them
on
movie

sets,
come

|

on girls

get
with

the
program.
But most of all thank you

California for ignoring the ridiculous

gative

findings

reporter

of

investi-

Greg

Palast

linking Schwarzenegger with
criminal
Enron
mastermind
Kenneth Lay. Apparently crazy
Greg thinks that Lay and chief
stock swindler Mike Milken
plotted to use Arny in a recall

suit
filed
by Bustamante against Enron.
What will these liberals think of

next?
Finally I'd just like to
that if you believe any of
bulishit that | just wrote
you deserve the California

say
this
then
that -

he was just “behaving badly,”

an

and that it was all simply a misunderstanding. Those 15 wom-

Schwarzenegger is going to
give you.
Damn
|
feel —§ dirty.

en must

not know

what's ex-

incompetent

puppet

like

schoolshop and histeste abd thancia celbn tog

» house. In between’ Sr irtmeceeniae

feels

the urge to get evangelistic

to Califor-

nia for electing the number
one action movie star of all
time, Arnold Schwarzenegger. Who needs a qualified
politician when you can have
a guy who's played a secret
agent, killer cyborg, and a
pregnant man? He's saved the
world countless times so why
wouldn't he be able to lift California out of it's record deficit?
Never mind the fact that his father was a Nazi Stormtrooper, or that he has been quoted during a 1975 interview
as saying that he wished he
could experience being “like
Hitler in the Nuremburg stadium and have ail those people
scream at you and just being

-

:

she se. Sh ron kids to rummat

|

about these liberal historical ~
“facts” and preaches to the *
choir that everything Mom °:

pay me‘Wants Bh

ee

ing what really pleases
Bn

and Dad taught you was a lie,

Te “are

times.

and that the Old Dead White

Guys

that Western

Civiliza-

tion was founded upon has
nothing left to offer the world.

going. to football” prac-

tice but” | don't, | don't

| mean, all this stuff makes for

© .

good entertainment, and it is
good stuff to put up in your in-

tellectual portfolio, but | can’t © 2.0"
believe how many wingnuts
subscribe

to this BS

« .:.

as if it

“44

were gospel.

Maybe that is why | think

Matt Mais is as much

idiot as some

at all.

in your centerfold did | ever
understand or even slant toward your desire to remove
the statue. Nope, not once.
In fact, in the last five or six
years that | have lived in the
area, | have grown to like the
tall guy on the Plaza.
With that on the table, | am
going to start the movement
to keep McKinley in Arcata.
That,s right. | am thinking of
few good reasons to keep ol’
man McKinley around and
safe from the good-for-nothing liberal relocation progam
that has been threatening
that fine statue for the past
few years.

Terminate This Amy!

gun

totin’ AM

of an

.-

conservative,

radio

show

host. Good try, but you made

4

-

about as much of an argu- ©
ment

to

remove

McKinley's

;

statue as Bush did about go- :

ing to war with Iraq. Notonce © - ~~
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Ecliptic
at Kate Buchanan Room

Hard rock/nu-metal band from San Diego _ is going to put

on their first Arcata show after performing solely in So Cal.
Price is to be arranged, starts
at 8 p.m.

from all over the world. Shot in many angles andvine i
you'll feel you're right there beside the birds. Playing now
Thursday, the show is $7 for general admission and

Scott H. Biram/Slewfoot String Band
at Muddy Waters
This is a blues/folk show. The price has yet to be arranged,
starts at 8 p.m.

and children 11 and under, and runs from 4:50
$5 f or seniors
to6:50p.m.

Dancehall Reggae

Vegetable Stew
at Sacred Grounds

Dancehall DJ One Wise Sound will spin records at 9 p.m.

Vegetable Stew is an eclecticism of musical styles. They'll be
performing for free at 7:30 p.m.

THURSOCTO09

Tamaras

Lee and Friends —

at Redwood Yogurt

at AfroDisiaco

“Aggressive acoustic” guitarist Tamaras will jam out for free
at 8 p.m.

This collective jazz ensemble will perform for free at 7 p.m.

Compost Mountain Boys
at Humboldt Brewery

Discovery

Free bluegrass at 8 p.m., 21 and older.

at Prarie Creek

The 6th annual Discovery Ride is an event to benefit the
North Coast Redwood Interpretive Association, featuring a
10-mile and a 28-mile ride through redwoods. Call 464-6101
ext. 5300 for more information.

FRIOCT10
Anna Klein
at Fulkerson Recital Hall

SUNOCT12

As part of the HSU Department of Music’s Faculty Artist
. Series, pianist Anna Klein will perform solo pieces from
Beethoven, Greig, Ravel and more. Tickets are $8/general

Ballet Folklorico de Humboldt

and $3 for students and seniors, available at the University

at Forbes 126

Ticket Office and at the door. Starts at 8 p.m.

The HSU club meets Sundays form 2 to 4 p.m. All are welcome.

Old Man Clemins
at Six Rivers Brewery, McKinleyville

MONOCT13

O.M.C. is a jam band. $3 cover, 21+, starts at 9:30 p.m.

Raekwon

at Six Rivers Brewery, Eureka

Raq

Also performing are Def Jux, Ice Water Inc. and Thanksgiving
Brown, Tickets are $16 in advance, available at The Works and
The Metro, or $20at the door. This is a 21 and older show that

at The Steethead Lounge, ‘Blue Lake Casino
Having played prestigous concerts like the Bonnaroo and
High Sierra Music Festivals and gaining the title “New
Groove of the Month,” by jambands.com, this Vermont band
is on the rise. Check them out 11 p.m.

9 pam. ..
at ts
star
on the Arcata Plaza and surrounding streets

Buddha's Belly

Atts Arcata happens every second Friday of the month and
"features music, art, hors d'oeuvres and socialization in local. .
shops. This event is free and happens from 6 to 9 p.m.

at

Humboldt Bay Paddlefest

The Paddlefest runs through Sunday and includes a 2.5 and

and —
food and drink, vendor booths and kids activities. Kayaks
canoes will be available to rent. This event is free,

Allert

- SATOCTII

t steel drummer Enel Allert will perform at 7 p.m., free.

Pancake Breakfast
at Jenkins Hall, Room 211 -

This is an annual Industrial Technology Club benefit for Toys
For Tots. Tickets are $4/person or three for $10. Breakfast served

Six Rivers Brewery,
Eureka

This is a jazzy jam band.from Chicago. The price has yet to.
be determined. Music starts at 9 p.m. een

at the Adoni Center and Halvorsen Park

5-mile canoe/kayak fun race, clinics, classes, demos, music,”

Ride
Redwoods State Park/Redwood National Park

ee

_Knots Seminar
>.

in-the-Green
and Gold Room

. Learn to tie basic knots. The class is $6 for HSU students and

‘$9 otherwise. 7 p.m. Call 826-3357 to sign up.

TUESOCT14
Youngblood Brass Band
at Six Rivers Brewery, McKinieyville

This a Wisconsin-based
band that incorporates hip-hop with
horns. The show costs $6, starts at 8 p.m. and is open only to
those 21 and older. ee

from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m.

GOTANYPLANS?
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ey to be sent or giving a credit
card number over the phone,
you may wantto contact the
local Better Business
Bureau

to verify the authentici
of ty
the

company. The Lumberjack is
not responsible for the validity of any offers advertised.

TIN

CAN

MAILMAN

buys

books, including textbooks,
‘daily

from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
or trade credit—

=

RCAA AMERICORPS'VISTA
Program is seeking appli-

REDWOOD ACRES Satellite

os
Facility. Watch
‘n
Wager. Horse Racing.
Pari-Mutual Betting. Food

cants for placement on a

local human. service agency. Prefer.experience in one
or more of the following:

-

Giveaways Daily!!! $2 ad-

developing and evaluating
programs, recruiting volunteers, grant writing, planning program activitities,
organizing collaborative efforts, and many other skills
that contribute to the sus-

tainability

mission for each student.
3750 Harris St, Eureka.
Call 445-1756 or 445-3037
information.
for further
www.redwoodacres.com
EDUCATE

SIX RIVERS BREWERY

is

OPPORIT

Beer,
from

City

Clip & send with payment fo The Lumberja Newspaper,
[J Humvoict state Univery, Netion Holl East ck6, Arcata,
CA 95521 il

r |}

INITIES

an
oi

-

BAY BOAT RIDES, Rentals
& Lessons. Sail, row, kayak and Water Taxi tours,

clinics and classes ongoing
for young and old. Tour

Humboldt

Bay’s slou

and islands from W:

Island Marina. Click on
humboats.com
or
call
Hum-Boats: 707-444-3048.

undraiser at (888)
923-3238, or visit www.ca
iser.com.

TOYOTA

Open

“NEVER GIVE UP, for that

is just the place and time

that the tide will turn” .
said
Harriet
Beecher
Stowe. Check out the
Soul’s Book of Answers: :

Design

Open

1020

~

everyday.

on

—

HONDA

at Plaza Design on the —

Plaza.

he Time Traveler.

8th, Arcata (behind
the CoOp). Open Wed-Sat 12-Spm.

“513

J}

Street

Arcata

@

ust north of Café Mokka

-

Rebound
Journal
and
self-empowering
rituals

at Plaza

GLASS!
Groovy
Rare Collectibles!

and bounce

back with style. Pick up a

Plaza.

WILD
ifts!

:

=.=

y

easy
with
no
risks.
Fundraising dates are filling wy so get with the

BREAK UP

|

°

program! It works. Contact

>

Amount Enclosed

‘

- Clubs-Student a
Earn $1,000 - $2,000
this
semester with a
=
CampusFundraiser
r
fundraising event. Our free

time.
1-800-585-0760.
www.OurAnswer.com

State

gz

FRATERMITIES - Sororities

$450-1500/month _parttime. $2000-4500 full-

to

Address

Cour start at $5 a yee
n eve
oO
week, Libation is on the
Arcata Plaza at 761 8th
Street and online
at
wwwiibation.com. 825-7596.

and a $4,725 educational
stipend or $1,200 cash
award at the end of 1 yr. of
service. Cannot be a student or employed during
VISTA term. Participation
will not affect public benefits you are receiving.
Positions begin 1/30/04.
Call 269-2028.

i

Name

around the world. Belgian
Ales are our- specialty.

of approx. $9,000/yr, health

Subscribe me on up.
$15 peryear $7.50 per semester

Effective:

PALATE!

‘lection of Wine,
Sake and Mead

serving low-income clients.
Receive living allowance

ins., childcare (if eligible),

looking for volunteers to
help spread the word rearding upcoming shows
in exchange for free admission. Please call 839-2137.

YOUR

_ I know a bargain when
| see one.
: Rates:

Libation has the best se-

programs

of

FREE

-

Beverages

F

the

everyday.
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tements within

four

lege

monthly

Checking

service

account

fee

and

willbe

successfully

waived

when

manage

you

sign

your

up

for

mone,

online

30 days of opening
your account, and you Il get free Bill Pay

_—
ae

All your banking needs will be a click away!

rx

TOR?

1103 G St
Arcata
822-3642

e
ee
eee
Ves

collea

Farae

701 Fortuna Bivd.
_ (Inside Safeway)
752-2799

605 G St
Eureka
443-4542

Visit a banker today!

* Offer available on Wells Fargo College Checking accounts opened between 8/20/2003 and 10/31/2003
at select Wells Fargo bank locations. Offer limited to new customers only and is not valid with any other offers
- ordiscounts, Not available on accounts opened at wellsfargo.com or by telephone. Enrollment
for Online Statements and Bill Pay must be completed within 30 days of account opening. Offer remains
valid while

staemns

are received online. Monthly service fee waiver is tied to your graduation date and cannot exceed 60 months. Free Bill Pay offer is limited to 60 months for qualifying customers. Otherwise, Bill Pay is &6.95
per month (includes up to 25 payments per month;each additional payment costs $0.40).
© 2003 Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. Member FDIC
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